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Recently Raugel and Sell obtained global existence results for the NavierStokes
equation requiring that certain products involving the size of the data and the thin-
ness of the domain be small. Thus the initial and forcing data could actually be
quite large if the domain was thin enough. These results were obtained for periodic,
and a case of homogeneous mixed periodic-Dirichlet, boundary conditions. We
develop integral-equation techniques that allow us to obtain similar results in the
case of purely homogeneous-Dirichlet boundary conditions. Our results are fairly
simple to state and hold in a general setting, whereby we replace the role of the
thinness of the domain by the reciprocal of the first eigenvalue of the Laplacian. We
show further utulity of the integral-equation techniques by bootstrapping global
H 1-bounds, whenever available in 2-d or 3-d, into higher-order global bounds with
slightly smoother forcing functions than those assumed by Guillope, but otherwise
more general in that Lp-integrable singularities in time are allowed.  1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Consider a homogeneous viscous incompressible fluid in a bounded
region 0 of space Rn with smooth, impermeable boundary 0. Let
u=(u1 , u2 , ..., un) denote the velocity of the fluid; we have that ui=ui (x, t),
(x, t) # 0_[0, +), and that u satisfies the following familiar special case
of the NavierStokes equations:
ut+(u } {)u&& 2u+{p=g (1.1)
where p=p(x, t) denotes the pressure, g=(g1 , g2 , ..., gn), gi=gi (x, t), is
the density of force per unit volume, and &=1Re, where the constant Re
is the Reynolds number.
In what follows we will denote (Lp(0))n by, simply, Lp(0) since it will
be clear from the context when we are taking Lp-norms componentwise.
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We treat the problem of finding u given an initial velocity u0(x)=u(x, 0)
as the following standard Cauchy problem on H=L2(0): let the operator
2 be equipped with zero Dirichlet boundary conditions (the standard
‘‘no-slip’’ condition). Let P be the projection onto the solenoidal vectors H_ ;
here H_ is the closure in H of the set [g # C 0 (0) | div g=0]. Let A be the
Stokes operator, i.e., A=&& P2, and let f =Pg, then the standard Cauchy
problem associated with (1.1) is
ut=&Au&P(u } {)u+ f, (1.2a)
u(x, 0)=u0(x) # H_ . (1.2b)
The study of the problem (1.2) has, of course, a long and rich history,
which we do not intend to give a complete picture of here, although the
works we cite and their references can be used to reconstruct a good
deal of this history. It has been known for a long time that unique local
strong solutions exist for suitable u0 and f when n=2 or 3 and that
these solutions are global if n=2; meanwhile global solutions in the
case n=3 have until recently only been known for small initial data or
for weak (and not necessarily unique) solutions (see e.g. [5], [7],
[8], [15], [18], [20], [25], [26], [28] and the references contained
therein).
The global existence result of Raugel and Sell, recently obtained in [22],
allows for large data provided the domain is thin enough. Specifically, they
assume that 0=0$_(0, =) where 0$ is a domain in R2 and = is sufficiently
small. Their results were obtained for purely periodic boundary conditions
in the case 0$=(0, l1)_(0, l2), and for mixed boundary conditions on
0$_(0, =) for general 0$, wherein periodic boundary conditions are
assumed on 0$_[0] _ 0$_[=] and homogeneous Dirichlet conditions
assumed on 0$_(0, =). They make the change-of-variables (y1 , y2 , y3) 
(y1 , y2 , =&1y3) to map the problem onto Q3=0$_(0, 1), so that A maps
to A= P= 2= , with 2= D21+D
2
2+=
&2D23 and P= is the projection onto the
transformed version of H_ . Raugel and Sell also obtain a global existence
result in the case of purely homogeneous boundary conditions on Q3 . Let
u be the transformed version of u, then the result says, given real numbers
p # (&1, 0) and r> &3, and given two positive constants tc1 and
tc2 , that
there exists an =0>0 such that, for 0<==0 , whenever &A12= u 0&
2
L2(Q3)
tc1 =p
and ess sup&P= f (s)&22
tc2 =r, then (the transformed version of) (1.2) has a
global solution. Since &A12u0&2L2(0)== &A
12
= u 0&L2(Q3) , this then requires
that &A12u0&2L2(0)
tc1 =1&p, where 1&p>0. It is thus not clear that they
obtain a result for large A12u0 under homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
conditions; however, by similar considerations it is clear that they do
allow for large f. It is possible that the techniques used in [22] can be
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pushed further in this case to allow for large A12u0 , but at any rate it
should be noted that the main results of [22] focus on the case of periodic
boundary conditions.
In this paper we focus on the case of zero Dirichlet boundary conditions,
and while our first global result (Theorem 1.1) will allow A12u0 to be large,
our main result (Theorem 1.2) will allow &u0&L4(0)#&u0&4 to be large on
thin domains. In fact, we will replace the role of = with a parameter
characterizing ‘‘thinness’’ for a more general class of domains.
To motivate the choice of this parameter, we first reconsider thin
domains in R3 of the form 0$_(0, =) where 0$ is a general domain in R2.
Let &2 be equipped with zero Dirichlet boundary conditions, and let
0<*$1<*$2< } } } be the eigenvalues, with corresponding eigenfunctions
,m (x, y), for the 2-d version of &2 on 0$. Then by separation of variables
the eigenfunctions for &2 on 0$_(0, =) are - 2? ,m (x, y) sin(n?z=) with
associated eigenvalues *mn=*$m+(n?=)2, m, n1. Let the smallest eigen-
value be *1 , then 1*1==2(=2*$1+?2). Note that 1*1  0 if and only if
=  0. Thus the thinness of the region 0 has a direct connection with the
size of *1 .
Now let *1 again denote the first eigenvalue of &2 equipped with zero
Dirichlet boundary conditions, but for a general domain 0/R3. For
simplicity we take &=1 in (1.1) and (1.2); in the concluding remarks in
Section 6 below we will show how to modify our results accordingly if
&{1. We now define a domain 0 in R3 to be generalized thin if *1 , under
zero Dirichlet boundary conditions, is large. Note that domains of the type
0$_(0, =) are included as a special case, but that a wide variety of other
domains are included as well, all characterized in a universal and physical
way by the parameter *1 .
Both of our global existence results will apply on generalized thin
domains, and will be stated in terms of the size of *1 . Our first of these will
allow for large &A12u0&2 if 1*1 is small (Theorem 1.1). We will then dis-
cuss some scaling issues that will show that a more desirable result (from
the point of view of allowing for large energies) is to allow that &u0&4 be
large for small 1*1 ; we then state such a result more precisely as
Theorem 1.2 below.
Before stating our first result more precisely, we first develop some nota-
tion and make some preliminary observations. First of all, it is known that
A generates an analytic semigroup on H (see e.g. [6]), thus if & } &2 denotes
the norm on H there exists a constant c2 such that &A12e&tAh&2
c2 t&12 &h&2 for all h # H. Second, if H m0 denotes the completion of C

0 (0)
in the norm on H m#W m, 2(0), then it is known that &{( } )&2 is an equiv-
alent norm on H 10 to the norm & } &1, 2 inherited from H
1. Next, we set
f = f0+ f1 , where we require that f0 # L((0,+); H_) and that f1 #
Lq((0,+); H_) for some q>2. We let L0 denote the L(0,+)-norm
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of & f0(t)&2 and let L1 denote the Lq(0,+)-norm of & f1(t)&2 . Then we
set
M#&u0&1, 2+212c2 L1(2*1)(2&p)p _ 22&p+
1
pep&
1p
+212c2 L0(2*1)12 [2+e&1], (1.MH1)
where p is defined by 1p+1q=1, so that p<2. Note that, as in [22], we
are assuming that u0 is (divergence-free and is) in H 10 . We are now ready
to state our first result:
Theorem 1.1. Let f = f0+ f1 be as above with q>2. Let u0 #
[v # H 10 | div v=0]. Let *1 be the first eigenvalue of &2, equipped on
0/R3 with zero Dirichlet boundary conditions. Let M be as in (1.MH1).
Then if (1*1)14 M is small enough, there exists a unique global strong
solution of (1.2).
Just how small (1*1)14 M needs to be will be seen in the proof of
Theorem 1.1, which we present below in Section 4. We will also therein
motivate our choice of M. Meanwhile, we note that the constant c2 can in
fact be chosen independently of *1 ; this can be seen easily by the functional
calculus. We also note that Theorem 1.1 allows f to have singularities in t.
Theorem 1.1 will be proven by a contraction-mapping principle argu-
ment, in which a certain constant K1 will appear, depending on constants
appearing in Sobolev inequalities and on a constant similar to c2 , such that
we will need K1 M(1*1)14<1 (see (4.6) below). Alternatively, we need
M<K&11 (*1)
14, which expresses more directly how large M is allowed to
be, depending on the size of *1 . In Section 6 below, we will see that this
becomes the statement M<K&11 &(*1)
14 if &{1, where in (1.MH1) we
replace *1 by &*1 . Thus our results hold even for large Reynolds number
if the domain is thin enough, i.e. if *1 is large enough. Note that by
(1.MH1) the size restriction placed on f is less stringent than that placed
on {u0 because of the extra powers of *&11 ; the corresponding results in
[22] possess a similar characteristic.
While Theorem 1.1 allows for large initial gradients when *1 is very
large, the power 14 has a somewhat troublesome aspect beyond its small
size: if we consider the Poincare inequality &u&2*&121 &{u&2 (see e.g.
(2.3) below) we obtain from the above considerations and (1.MH1) that
Theorem 1.1 imposes the restriction that &u0&2K&11 (*1)&14. Thus
Theorem 1.1 allows large initial energy gradients, but not large initial
energy.
However, the requirements imposed by Theorem 1.1 leave open the
possibility that &u0&p may be allowed to be large for at least some p>2.
We will verify this directly by proving a separate large-eigenvalue result
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focusing on the relative size of *1 and &u0&4 . For this purpose we denote
by Xp the closure in Lp(0) of [v # C 0 (0) | div v=0], 1<p< +, we let
Cp be a constant such that &e&tAh&pCp &h&p for all h # Lp(0) (see
Section 2), and for u0 # X4 we set
M=C4 &u0&4+338c2 M1 L0(2*1)58 [85+e&1]
+338c2 M1 L1(2*1)(8&3p)(3p) _ 88&3p+
1
pep& (1.ML4)
where L0 and L1 are as before, except that now q>85, and M1 is basically
the constant appearing in the Sobolev inequality that gives the imbedding
of W 34, 2(0) into L4(0). Our second main result is as follows:
Theorem 1.2. Let f = f0+ f1 as in Theorem 1.1, except that for f1 we
now only require that q>85. Let u0 # X4 and let *1 be the first eigenvalue
of &2, equipped on 0/R3 with zero Dirichlet boundary conditions. Let M
be as in (1.ML4). Then if (1*1)18 M is small enough, there exists a unique
global strong solution of (1.2).
As was similarly the case with our discussion of Theorem 1.1, there will
appear a constant K2 whereby Theorem 1.2 requires that (1*1)18 MK2<1,
or M<K&12 (*1)
18 (see (2.15) below). Thus, at the cost of a lower power
on *1 , we obtain what may in some cases be a more satisfying global result,
directly allowing &u0&4 to be large if *1 is compensatingly very large.
We now explore what these restrictions on &u0&4 mean for the initial
energy &u0&22 . The only evident relation here between the two norms is the
standard Ho lder estimate &u0&2|0| 14 &u0&4 . In the special case
0=0$_(0, =) with 0$/R2, this becomes &u0&2|0$| 14 =14 &u0&4 . In this
case we have from earlier observations that there exists a constant K3 such
that *1K3 =&2, so that if &u0&4<K&12 (*1)
18, we then have that &u0&2
|0$| 14 K&12 (K3)
18, or &u0&22|0$| 12 K&22 (K3)14. This is evidently the
restriction placed on the initial energy by Theorem 1.2 in the special case
0$_(0, =), and, curiously, it does not depend on =; meanwhile it allows for
large energy if |0$| is large.
Another quantity that may at times be more appropriate to look at it is
the initial energy per unit volume |0|&1 &u0&22 . We also examine this quan-
tity in the case 0=0$_(0, =). Under the conditions of Theorem 1.1 we have,
as previously discussed, that &u0&2K&11 (*1)
&14, hence |0|&1 &u0&22
|0$ |&1 =&1K&21 (*1)
&12  |0$ |&1 =&1K&21 (K3 =
&2)&12 = |0$ |&1 K&21 K
&12
1 .
Again, we obtain a constraint from above that does not depend on =,
although the constant on the right-hand side will generally not be
large. Meanwhile, under the conditions of Theorem 1.2 we have that
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&u0&22|0$|
12 K&22 (K3)
14, so that |0|&1 &u0&22|0$|
&12 (1=) K&22 (K3)
14,
a quantity that can be large for small = and moderately-size |0$| .
Now that we have established and discussed results dealing with the
global existence and uniqueness of solutions, we turn to the qualitative
behavior of these solutions. There are a variety of results on the regularity
of solutions; see e.g. [3], [7], [8], [15], [17], [21], [24]. In particular,
in [8] it is shown that mild solutions (e.g. solutions of (3.7) below) are
smooth (and hence are strong solutions) whenever u0 # X3(0) on any inter-
val of existence. Since both W 1, 2(0) and L4(0) are contained in L3(0), we
thus have that our solutions constructed in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are
indeed regular, strong solutions for all t>0. The next basic question is
whether there exist global bounds on the norms &u(t)&m, 2 for large m. We
will see that in fact this is true for all m>1 if further conditions are place
on f and if there already exists a bound M ’1 for each ’>0 such that
&u(t)&1, 2M ’1 for all t’. The proof of Theorem 1.1 immediately provides
such a bound (it will be seen that we can take M ’1=2M for all ’>0), and
in Section 5 below we will obtain such a bound M ’1 under the conditions
of Theorem 1.2, if further (but not significantly more restrictive) conditions
are placed on the size of M(1*1)18 in (1.ML4).
In [9] it was shown for n3 that if u0 # H_ , if f is continuous and
bounded as a map from [0,+) into H m&2(0), and if there exists an a
priori bound M ’1 as discussed above, then for all m0 u is continuous
and bounded from (’,+) into H m(0) for each ’>0 (of course, if
u0 # H m(0), we can take ’=0). Guillope was also able to show higher-
order smoothness in time for u under suitable smoothness conditions
assumed for f. Guillope further demonstrated in the case f =0 that all
H m(0) norms of u eventually decay exponentially, although it has been
since remarked ([4]) that this result can be more easily obtained by using
the L2-decay of u in this case together with Guillope’s higher-order bounds
and standard interpolation inequalities.
This latter argument proceeds as follows: if & } &m, 2 denotes the norm on
H m then for all u # H m2 we have for all m1m2 and all % # (0, 1) that (see
e.g. [26])
&u&[(1&%)m1+%m2], 2&u&
1&%
m1 , 2 &u&
%
m2 , 2 . (1.3)
We set %=1m and specialize to the case m1=0 then for all k0 we have
from (1.4) that
&u&k, 2&u&1mmk, 2 &u&
1&1m
2 . (1.4)
Now let u solve (1.2) with f =0. We review a standard argument on the
decay of &u&2 ; let ( } , } ) denote the inner product on H_ , and again let *1
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be the first (positive) eigenvalue of &2, then, multiplying both sides of
(1.2a) by u and integrating over 0 we obtain
1
2
d
dt
&u&22=&(Au, u)&(P(u } {)u, u)
=(2u, Pu)+((div u)u, Pu)
=(2u, u)&*1 &u&22 (1.5)
since div u=0. Combining (1.4) and (1.5) we obtain for all t>0 that
&u(t)&k, 2&u(t)&1mmk, 2 &u0&
1&1m
2 e
&(1&1m) *1 t. (1.6)
We thus obtain the exponential decay of all &u(t)&k, 2 noted in [9] using
the bounds on &u(t)&mk, 2 found in [9] that hold for all t’. Since this
result, and the other results in [9], hold when n=2 or n=3 for any strong
solution with a bound M ’1 as described above, we thus obtain the decay in
(1.6) for our solutions found in Theorem 1.1, and Theorem 1.2 with further
restrictions to be added below (see Theorem 1.4), in the case f =0. But
note that for nontrivial f, the boundedness results in [9] require that
various Sobolev norms of f be in L(0,+).
Our third main goal will be to obtain boundedness results for
&u( } , t)&k, 2 for all k>0 in the cases n3, given a bound M ’1 on &u&1, 2 ,
that require slightly more smoothness in f than in [9], but in exchange
allow for singularities in t of Lp-type. For simplicity, we state our results
on the spaces D(Am2)/H m, over which the norm &Am2(})&2 is equivalent
to & } &m, 2 . Specifically, we will prove the following result:
Theorem 1.3. Let n=2 or n=3 and let u be a strong global solution of
(1.2) such that there exists for each ’>0 a constant M ’1 such that
&u(t)&1, 2M ’1 for all t’. Suppose in addition that, given :>1, we
have that f = f0+ f1 where f0 # L((0,+); D(A$0)) for some $00,
$0>:&1, and f1 # Lq((0,+); D(A$1) where $10, $1>:&1 and
q>1($1&(:&1)). Then there exists for each ’>0 a constant M ’: such that
&u(t)&:, 2M ’: for all t’.
We remark that in [5], in which the bound M ’1 is obtained for n=2
(without any restrictions on the size of &u0&2), it is assumed that
f # L((0,+); L2(0)). The above theorem thus raises the question as to
whether a bound on &u(t)&1, 2 can be obtained for a nontrivial decom-
position f = f0+ f1 where f0 # L((0,+); L2(0)) and f1 # Lq((0,+);
L2(0)) for a suitable q. We hope to address this question in a future paper.
Of course, Theorem 1.1 provides special cases when such a result can be
obtained when n=2 or n=3. Meanwhile, the decay of solutions to (1.2)
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for f =0 has been studied widely in a variety of situations; see e.g. [9],
[14], [16], [23], [26] and the references contained therein.
We have remarked that a bound M ’1 on &A
12u(t)&2 as required by
Theorem 1.3 results directly from the proof of Theorem 1.1, and that in
Section 5 below we will show that we have such a bound M ’1 under the
conditions of Theorem 1.2, with some further restrictions placed on the size
of M(1*1)18. Let K2 be as in the discussion immediately following the
statement of Theorem 1.2, then from (2.16) below we will see that
K2=3c2 M1(4B)(8+e&1) (1.7)
where M1=M1(34, 2, 4) is as in (2.2) below (basically, it is the Sobolev
constant for the embedding of W 34, 2(0) into L4(0)), and B is a bound
such that &Tu&2B &h&2 for all h # L2(0), where T is the linear operator
A&12 P div. (That T is bounded from L2(0) to L2(0) was shown in [8,
Lemma 2.1]). As noted earlier, the conditions of Theorem 1.2 require that
K2 M(1*1)18<1. Now let
K$2=2(3)58 c2 c43 M1 M43(8+e&1) (1.8)
where now M1 is as in (2.2) below with M1=M1(34, 43, 2), c43 is as in
(2.5) below with p=43, and M43 is as in (2.6) below with m=0 and
p=43. The additional restrictions needed to obtain the bound M ’1 (as
required by Theorem 1.3) from the bound &u(t)&42M given by
Theorem 1.2 will be that
K$2 M \ 1*1+
18
<1 (1.9)
where K$2 is as in (1.8). We now state this result formally:
Theorem 1.4. Under the conditions of Theorem 1.2 suppose additionally
that (1.9) is satisfied. Then for each ’>0 there exists a constant M ’1 such
that &A12u(t)&2M ’1 for all t # [’,+).
Note that the constants appearing in (1.7) and (1.8) are similar in nature
and are roughly the same order of magnitude. This is why we remarked
earlier that the additional conditions required by Theorem 1.4 are not
significantly more restrictive than those required by Theorem 1.2.
Before turning to the proofs in the next sections, we make some final
remarks about our techniques used and the layout of this paper. In obtaining
our results, we use the standard variation-of-parameters formula for u
(see (3.12) below) throughout much of this paper. In this context we
re-write A:e&tA for various powers :, using the semigroup properties of
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e&tA and the fact that powers of A and e&tA commute. These observations
are similar to some made in [13, Chapter 1] in that they allow us to
simultaneously exploit the analyticity properties and decay properties of
e&tA. While these observations are fairly simple, if not fairly standard, we
hope the applications presented here demonstrate their power.
The techniques used here are, to some extent, outgrowths of simpler
observations made in previous papers. Use of the exponential decay of et2,
where 2 is equipped with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions,
was used in a very simple argument to obtain bounds on the temperature
in a combustion model ([2, Section 4]). Some of the techniques we use
here combining (3.7) with the analyticity of e&tA and the Sobolev
inequalities are based in part on our experience with the methods used in
[1] to construct a quick proof of local existence for (1.2) when 0=Rn.
The work in [1] was heavily influenced by the papers [8], [28], as are
portions of the present paper.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 appears in the next section. We defer the proof
of Theorem 1.1 to Section 4, since we view it as being in many respects
weaker than Theorem 1.2 because of the greater restrictions placed on
&u0&2 . Theorem 1.3, meanwhile, is proven in Section 3, and the proof of
Theorem 1.4 appears in Section 5.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.2
We first make some preliminary observations regarding the operators A
and P. Again, for simplicity we take &=1. From (1.5) we have for any
v # D(A) that
&A12v&22=(Av, v)=(&2v, Pv)
=(&2v, v)=&{v&22 (2.1)
from which it follows by complex interpolation methods that the norms
&A:2v&p and &v&:, p are equivalent on D(A:2) & Xp for any :>0 (see
e.g. [8, Proposition 1.4], [13, Chapter 1], and the references contained
therein). This equivalence is expressed concretely in (3.3) below.
Meanwhile, the standard Sobolev inequalities hold on D(A:2) & Xp , and
these spaces are completions of C 0 (0) for :1 ([25]), thus we can use
the same constants that occur in the versions of the inequalities that hold
on Rn (see e.g. [6, Theorem 9.3]). Combining these remarks, we see that
there exist constants M1=M1(n, :, p, q) such that
&v&qM1 &A:2v&p (2.2)
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whenever q=np(n&:p); if n is fixed we write M1=M1(:, p, q). Also from
(2.1) we have that
&A12v&22=(Av, v)=(&2v, v)*1 &v&
2
2 (2.3)
from which follows the Poincare inequality mentioned in the introduction,
but from which also follows the estimate
&e&tAv&2&v&2 e&*1 t (2.4)
for all v # L2(0) and all t0.
We have not noted the dependence of M1 in (2.2) on 0, but in fact we
want to point out for what follows that M1 can be chosen to not increase
as 1*1 or |0| decrease. This is intuitively clear, as diffusive effects have a
larger effect on the dynamics on these domains, so a diffusive operator’s
ability to dominate the left-hand side of (2.2) should not decrease on a
thinner domain. In fact, this can be seen more rigorously as follows: We
first note that &2 (equipped with zero Dirichlet boundary conditions)
agrees with A on G0=[g # C 0 (0) | div g=0]. In fact, if v # G0 all deriva-
tives are classical and there are no boundary effects that need to be con-
sidered, thus div(&2v)=&2(div v)=&2(0)=0. Hence &2v is in Xp , i.e.
Av=P(&2v)= &2v. Thus we see by interpolation that if :1 we can use
A and &2 interchangeably in (2.2); for the constant M1 we can thus use
the constant appearing on the right hand side of [6, inequality (9.7), with
m=:2]. We note that this constant can in fact be chosen independently
of *1 and 0. Thus (2.2) holds for this choice of M1 (and :1) for all
v # D(A:2) & Xp since these spaces are completions of G0 ([25]).
It is unknown if e&tA is a contraction semigroup on Lp(0) if p{2, but
it is known that there exists a constant Cp such that &e&tAh&pCp &h&p for
all h # Lp(0), 1<p< + (see e.g. [8] and the references contained
therein). That Cp is nonincreasing as |0| and 1*1 decrease can be seen as
follows: first, we substitute A&:2v into (2.2) to obtain that &A&:2v&q
M1 &v&p , hence &A&:2v&p|0| 1r M1 &v&p , where 1r=(q&p)q. Setting
:=2, it follows on closed contours 1 in the resolvent set of A (with
only a finite part of 1 in the left-half plane) that the operator norms
of the resolvent operators (*I+A)&1, * # 1, can be chosen to not increase
as |0| and 1*1 decrease. Since e&tA can be expressed as the integral of
(2?i)&1 e*t(*I+A)&1 over a certain such 1 (see e.g. [6, Chapter 2,
Section 2]), our assertion about the nonincreasing nature of Cp follows.
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The semigroup e&tA is, moreover, analytic on all the Lp-spaces,
1<p<+ ([18]), thus there exists a constant cp(=cp (:)) such that
&A:e&tAv&pcp t&: &v&p (2.5)
for all v # Lp(0) and all t0. That cp , like c2 , only depends on : (and in
particular not on *1) can be seen by using the contour integral formula for
e&tA which holds in a sector of the complex plane. The essential observa-
tion is that the real part of h(*)=*:e&*t has a finite integral over (0,+)
depending only on : and t.
Our final preliminary observation concerns the operator P. It is, of course,
a self-adjoint projection on L2(0), but it was moreover shown in [8] that for
any p # (1,+) and any m0 there exists a constant Mm, p such that
&Pv&m, pMm, p &v&m, p (2.6)
for all v # W m, p(0). If m=0 we set M0, p#Mp . Inequality (2.6) follows
from the fact that Pv=v&{p where p satisfies
2p=div v in 0, (2.7a)
p
v
=& } v on 0 (2.7b)
where here & is the unit outward normal to 0. Fairly standard elliptic-
boundary-value-problem estimates then yield (2.6). That the constant Mm, p
can be chosen independently of 0 or *1 can be seen by considering the
graph-norm for 2 in much the same way as in the observations we made
above considering (2.2); see e.g. [8, Section 1] and the references contained
therein.
With these preliminaries in mind we begin our proof, in which we will
construct a contraction-mapping argument. Let M be as in (1.ML4) and set
E={v # C([0,+); X4) }
sup
0t< + "v(t)&e&tAu0&|
t
0
e&(t&s)A f (s) ds"4M= . (2.8)
For v # E define a mapping S: E  C([0,+); X4) by
(Sv)(t)=e&tAu0&|
t
0
e&(t&s)AP(v(s) } {) v(s) ds
+|
t
0
e&(t&s)A f (s) ds. (2.9)
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To verify that Sv is indeed in C([0,+); X4) is fairly straightforward to
check; the main point is to show that both &e&(t&s)A P(v(s) } {) v(s)&4 and
&e&(t&s)A f (s)&4 are in L1(0, t) for each t0 and that the L1(0, t)-norm of
each is bounded by a constant independent of t. In fact, using (2.2), (2.4),
(2.5), and setting #3=*1 3, we have that
&e&(t&s)AP(v(s) } {) v(s)&4
=&e&(13)(t&s)A e&(13)(t&s)A e&(13)(t&s)AP(v(s) } {) v(s)&4
M1 &A38 e&(13)(t&s)A(e&(13)(t&s)A e&(13)(t&s)AP(v(s) } {) v(s))&2

338c2 M1
(t&s)38
&e&(13)(t&s)A(e&(13)(t&s)A P(v(s) } {) v(s))&2

338c2 M1 e&#3(t&s)
(t&s)38
&e&(13)(t&s)AP(v(s) } {) v(s)&2
=
338c2 M1 e&#3(t&s)
(t&s)38
&A12e&(13)(t&s)A(A&12P(v(s) } {) v(s))&2

378c22 M1 e
&#3(t&s)
(t&s)78
&A&12P(v(s) } {) v(s)&2 . (2.10)
Meanwhile each component of (v } {)v can be written as div(vi v) since
div v=0 in the distributional sense; we set div(v v)#(div(v1 v), div(v2 v),
div(v3 v)). We thus can write A&12P(v } {)v as T(v v), where T=A&12P div.
But T: L2(0)  L2(0) is a bounded operator by [8, Lemma 2.1], so there
exists a constant B such that
&A&12P(v(s) } {) v(s)&2=&T(v v)&2B &v v&2
B &v&244BM 2 (2.11)
where we have used the fact that &v&42M by (1.ML4) and (2.8). That B
can be chosen independently of 0 and *1 can be seen from the proof of [8,
Lemma 2.1] in light of our earlier comments regarding (2.2). Combining
(2.11) with (2.10), we obtain that
&e&(t&s)A P(v(s) } {) v(s)&4
4(378) c22 M1 BM
2e&#3(t&s)
(t&s)78
. (2.12)
We thus see that &e&(t&s)A P(v(s) } {) v(s)&4 has the required integrability
on (0, t). For &e&(t&s)A f (s)&4 , we have, for #2=*1 2, that
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&e&(t&s)A f (s)&4M1 &A38e&(12)(t&s)A f (s)&2

338c2 M1
(t&s)38
&e&(12)(t&s)A f (s)&2

338c2 M1 e&#2(t&s)
(t&s)38
& f (s)&2

338c2 M1 e&#2(t&s)
(t&s)38
(& f0(s)&2+& f1(s)&2). (2.13)
Let L0 and L1 be as in the remark following (1.ML4), where q is as in
Theorem 1.2, and let p satisfy 1p+1q=1, then we have from (2.13) that
|
t
0
&e&(t&s)A f (s)&4 ds
338c2 M1 L0 |
t
0
e&#2(t&s)
(t&s)38
ds
+338c2 M1 \|
t
0
e&p#2(t&s)
(t&s)3p8
ds+
1p
\|
t
0
& f1 (s)&q2 ds+
1q
338c2 M1 L0 |

0
e&#2 s
s38
ds
+338c2 M1 L1 \|

0
e&p#2 s
s3p8
ds+
1p
338c2 M1 L0 \|
1#2
0
s&38 ds+#382 |

1#2
e&#2 s ds+
+338c2 M1 L1 \|
1#2
0
s&3p8 ds+#3p82 |

1#2
e&p#2 s ds+
1p
=338c2 M1 L0 _85 \
1
#2+
58
+#382 \ 1#2 e+&
+338c2 M1 L1 _ 88&3p \
1
#2+
1&3p8
+#3p82 \ 1p#2 ep+&
1p
=338c2 M1 L0 \ 1#2+
58
_85+e&1&
+338c2 M1 L1 \ 1#2+
(8&3p)8p
_ 88&3p+
1
pep&
1p
. (2.14)
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Thus we have in fact explicitly calculated a bound on the L1(0, t)-norm of
&e&(t&s)A f (s)&4 which is independent of t, and one reason we have done
so to such detail is to motivate our choice of M in (1.ML4): we have from
(2.14) that
"e&tAu0+|
t
0
e&(t&s)A f (s) ds"4
C4 &u0&4+|
t
0
&e&(t&s)A f (s)&4 ds
C4 &u0&4+338c2 M1 L0 \ 1#2+
58
_85+e&1&
+338c2 M1 L1 \ 1#2+
(8&3p)8p
_ 88&3p+
1
pep&
1p
#M. (2.15)
We see clearly from (2.15) the dependence of M on &u0&4 , L0 , L1 , and
1#2=2(1*1). In particular, we note that for large *1 the size restrictions
on f are not as stringent as those on &u0&4 . We now calculate what rela-
tionship M and 1*1 must satisfy so that S maps E to E. We note again
that v # E implies that &v&42M. Combining this with (2.10) and (2.11),
and setting K#378c22 M1(4B) we have that
" (Sv)(t)&e&tAu0&|
t
0
e&(t&s)A f (s) ds"4
|
t
0
&e&(t&s)A P(v(s) } {) v(s)&4 ds
378c22 M1(4BM
2) |
t
0
e&#3(t&s)
(t&s)78
ds
378c22 M1(4BM
2) |

0
e&#3s
s78
ds
KM 2 _|
1#3
0
s&78 ds+(#3)78 |

1#3
e&#3 s ds&
KM 2 _8 \ 1#3+
18
+(#3)78 \ 1#3 e+&
=[K(8+e&1) 318][M(1*1)18]M. (2.16)
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For any v, w # E define a metric \(v, w) on E by
\(v, w)# sup
0t<+
&v(t)&w(t)&4 . (2.17)
Then from (2.16) we see that if (1*1)18 M is small enough, we have that
S maps E to E. Meanwhile, making calculations similar to those in (2.10),
(2.11), and (2.16), we have that
&(Sv)(t)&(Sw)(t)&4
378c22 M1 |
t
0
e&#3(t&s)
(t&s)78
&A&12 P[(v(s) } {) v(s)&(w(s) } {) w(s)]&2 ds
378c22 M1 |
t
0
e&#3(t&s)
(t&s)78
&T(v (s) v(s)&w (s) w(s))&2 ds
378c22 M1 |
t
0
e&#3(t&s)
(t&s)78
B &v (s)(v(s)&w(s))+w (s)(v (s)&w(s))]&2 ds
378c22 M1 B |
t
0
e&#3(t&s)
(t&s)78
_(&v(s)&4 &v(s)&w(s)&4+&w(s)&4 &v(s)&w(s)&4) ds
378c22 M1 B(4M) \(v, w) |

0
e&#3 s
s78
ds
KM\(v, w) _|
1#3
0
s&78 ds+|

1#3
e&#3 s ds&
=[K(8+e&1) 318] M \ 1*1+
18
\(v, w). (2.18)
Thus by choosing M(1*1)18 as in (2.16), we see that the map S: E  E is
in fact a strict contraction on E. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
3. Proof of Theorem 1.3
Our first observation involves (2.4), (2.5) and the fact that A commutes
with e&tA. Let #3=*1 3, then we have for any :>0 that for all v # H
&A:e&tAv&2=&e&(13) tA(A:e&(13) tAe&(13) tAv)&2
e&#3 t &A:e&(13) tA(e&(13) tAv)&2

3:c2 e&#3 t
t:
&e&(13) tAv&2 . (3.1)
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Let ’>0 and let M ’1 be as in Theorem 1.3; we will in a moment
bootstrap the estimate M ’1 via a process in which the following lemma is
useful:
Lemma 3.1. Let n=2 or 3. Then for each :> 12 there exists a constant K:
such that
&A:&12P(u } {)u&32K: &A:u&22 . (3.2)
Proof. For each :>0 and p # (1,+) let m$p and M$p be constants such
that
m$p &v&:, p&A:2v&pM $p &v&:, p (3.3)
for all v # D(A:2). Then by (2.6) and (3.3) we have that
&A:&12 P(u } {)u&32M $34 &P(u } {)u&2:&1, 32
M $32 M:, 32 &(u } {)u&2:&1, 32 . (3.4)
If : is an integer we have by Leibniz’s rule and Ho lder’s inequality that
&D: (u } {)u&32 :
:
j=0 \
:
j+ &D:& j uDj+1 u&32
 :
:
j=0 \
:
j+ &D:& j u&6 &Dj+1 u&2
c: &u&:, 6 &u&:+1, 2 (3.5)
for some constant c: . Hence by interpolation and by combining (3.5) with
(3.3) and (3.4), there exists a constant c$2:&1 such that
&A:&12P(u } {)u&32c$2:&1 &A:&12u&6 &A:u&2 . (3.6)
But if n=2 or 3 we have from (2.2) that &A:&12u&6M1 &A:u&2 ; combin-
ing this with (3.6) we obtain (3.2).
For our bootstrap procedure we assume there is a constant M ’: such that
&A:u(t)&2M ’: for all t’, and we will then look for a bound on
&A:+18u(t)&2 for all t’. Noting that u satisfies the integral equation
u(t)=e&tAu0&|
t
0
e&(t&s)A P(u(s) } {) u(s) ds+|
t
0
e&(t&s)A f (s) ds, (3.7)
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and that
A:+18e&(t&s)A=e&(12)(t&s)AA1&$e&(12)(t&s)AA:+18+$&1 (3.8)
for any 0<$<1, and setting #2=*1 2, we have from (2.5), (3.7), and (3.8)
that
&A:+18u(t)&2
c2
t:+18
&u0&2
+278c2 |
t
0
e&#2(t&s)
(t&s)78
&A:&34P(u(s) } {) u(s)&2 ds
+278c2 |
t
0
e&#2(t&s)
(t&s)1&=0
&A(:+18)+=0&1 f0 (s)&2 ds
+278c2 |
t
0
e&#2(t&s)
(t&s)1&=1
&A(:+18)+=1&1 f1 (s)&2 ds (3.9)
where for the first integral on the right-hand side of (3.9) we have in (3.8)
set $= 18 and for the second and third we have set $==i for small =i>0. But
by (2.2) there exists a constant M1 if n=2 or n=3 such that
&A:&34 P(u } {)u&2M1 &A:&12P(u } {)u&32
M1 K: &A:u&22
M1 K: (M ’:)
2 (3.10)
where the last 2 inequalities in (3.10) follow from (3.2) of Lemma 3.1 and
our assumption on &A:u&2 . Hence by (3.10)
|
t
0
e&#2(t&s)
(t&s)78
&A:&34P(u(s) } {) u(s)&2 ds
M1 K: (M ’:)
2 |
t
0
e&#2(t&s)
(t&s)78
ds
=M1 K: (M ’:)
2 _|
t
0
e&#2 s
s78
ds&
M1 K: (M ’:)
2 _|
1
0
s&78 ds+|

1
e&#2 s ds&
=M1 K: (M ’:)
2 [8+1(#2 e#2)]. (3.11)
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Meanwhile, under the assumptions of Theorem 1.2, choose =0=$0&(:&1)
so that f0 # L((0,+); D(A(:+18)+=0&1)) and let L:+180 then be a con-
stant such that &A(:+18)+=0&1 f0 (s)&2L:+180 for all s>0. Then
|
t
0
e&#2(t&s)
(t&s)1&=0
&A(:+18)+=0&1 f0(s)&2 dsL:+180 |
t
0
e&#1 s
s1&=0
ds
L:+180 [1=0+1(#2 e
#2)]. (3.12)
For the integral in (3.9) involving f1 , choose =1=$1&(:&1) so that
f # Lq((0,+); D(A(:+18)+=1&1)) where q>1=1 ; this guarantees that if
1p+1q=1 then p(1&=1)<1. Let L1 denote the Lq(0,+)-norm of
&A(:+18)+=1&1 f (s)&2 , then we have that
|
t
0
e&#2(t&s)
(t&s)1&=1
&A(:+18)+=1&1 f (s)&2 ds
\|
t
0
e&p#2(t&s)
(t&s)p(1&=1)
ds+
1p
\|
t
0
&A(:+18)+=1&1 f (s)&q2 ds+
1q
L:+181 _|
t
0
e&p#2 s
s p(1&e1)
ds&
1p
L:+181 [1(1&p(1&=1))+1(p#2 e
p#2)]. (3.13)
Combining (3.9), (3.11), (3.12), and (3.13), we have for all t’ that
&A:+18u(t)&2c2 ’&(:+18) &u0&2
+278c2 M1 K: (M ’:)
2 [8+1(#2 e#2)]
+278c2 L:+180 [1=0+1(#2 e
#2)]
+278c2 L:+181 [1(1&p(1&=1))+1(p#2 e
p#2)]
#M ’:+18 . (3.14)
Thus from the bound M ’1 we obtain from (3.14) the bound M
’
1+18 ; from
this bound we obtain M ’1+14 , and so on. Since M
’
: implies a bound M
’
;
whenever ;<:, this completes the proof of Theorem 1.3.
4. Proof of Theorem 1.1
Again for simplicity we set &=1. Let V be the completion in W 1, 2(0) of
the space of C  divergence-free vectors with compact support. It is known
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that V=[v # W 1, 20 (0) | div v=0] and V is a Hilbert space with norm
& } &#&{( } )&2=&A12( } )&2 (see e.g. [26]). Let M be as in (1.MH1), and set
E={v # C([0,+); V) }
sup
0t< + "v(t)&e&tAu0&|
t
0
e&(t&s)A f (s) ds"M= . (4.1)
For v # E define a mapping S: E  C([0,+); V) by
(Sv)(t)=e&tAu0&|
t
0
e&(t&s)A P(v(s) } {) v(s) ds
+|
t
0
e&(t&s)A f (s) ds. (4.2)
To verify that Sv is indeed in C([0,+); V) is fairly straightforward to
check; the main point is to show that both &e&(t&s)AP(v(s) } {) v(s)&
and &e&(t&s)A f (s)& are in L1(0, t) for each t>0 and that the L1(0, t)-
norms of each are bounded by a constant independent of t. In fact,
since A12e&(t&s)A=e&(13)(t&s)AA12e&(13)(t&s)Ae&(13)(t&s)A we have for
#3=*1 3 that
&A12e&(t&s)AP(v(s) } {) v(s)&2
e&#3(t&s) &A12e&(13)(t&s)A(e&(13)(t&s)A P(v(s) } {) v(s))&2

312c2 e&#3(t&s)
(t&s)12
&e&(13)(t&s)AP(v(s) } {) v(s)&2 (4.3)
where we have used (2.4) and (2.5). But by (2.2) there exists a constant
M1=M1(12, 32, 2) such that
&e&(13)(t&s)A P(v(s) } {) v(s)&2
M1(12, 32, 2) &A14e&(13)(t&s)A P(v(s) } {) v(s)&32

314c32 M1(12, 32, 2)
(t&s)14
&P(v(s) } {) v(s)&32

314c32 M1(12, 32, 2)M32
(t&s)14
&(v(s)&6 &{v(s)&2

314c32 M1(12, 32, 2) M32 M1(1, 2, 6)
(t&s)14
&A12v(s)&22 . (4.4)
Combining (4.4) with (4.3), we see that the left-hand side of (4.3) indeed has
an L1(0, t)-norm bounded independent of t since &A12v(s)&2 is bounded.
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That the same is true for &e&(t&s)A f (s)& will be seen in the following
calculation, in which we determine our choice of M in Theorem 1.1 and in
(4.1); we have by writing A12e&(t&s)A as e&(12)(t&s)AA12e&(12)(t&s)A and
by setting #2=*1 2 that
"e&tAu0+|
t
0
e&(t&s)A f (s) ds"
&u0&+|
t
0
&e&(t&s)A f (s)& ds
&u0&+212c2 |
t
0
e&#2(t&s)
(t&s)12
(& f1(s)&2+& f0(s)&2) ds
&u0&+212c2 \|
t
0
e&p#2(t&s)
(t&s)p2
ds+
1p
\|
t
0
& f1(s)&q ds+
1q
+212c2 L0 |
t
0
e&#2(t&s)
(t&s)12
ds
&u0&+212c2 L1 \|

0
e&p#2 s
sp2
ds+
1p
+212c2 L0 |

0
e&#2 s
s12
ds
&u0&+212c2 L1 \|
1#2
0
s&p2 ds+#p22 |

1#2
e&p#2 s ds+
1p
+212c2 L0 \|
1#2
0
s&12 ds+#122 |

1#2
e&#2 s ds+
=&u0&+212c2 L1 _ 22&p \
1
#2+
1&(p2)
+# p22 \ 1p#2 ep+&
1p
+212c2 L0 _2 \ 1#2+
12
+#122
1
#2 e&
=&u0&+212c2 L1 \ 1#2+
(2&p)2p
_ 22&p+
1
pep&
1p
+212c2 L0 \ 1#2+
12
[2+e&1]
#M. (4.5)
Hence if v # E then &v(t)&2M for all t0, and we see clearly from (4.5)
how M depends on &u0&, L0 , L1 , and 1#2=2(1*1).
Now set K=334c32 M1(12, 32, 2) M1(1, 2, 6), then, noting that
&A12v(s)&22=&v(s)&24M 2, we have from (4.2), (4.3), and (4.4) that for
all t0
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" (Sv)(t)&e&tAu0&|
t
0
e&(t&s)A f (s) ds"
K(4M 2) |
t
0
e&#3(t&s)
(t&s)34
ds
K(4M 2) _|
1#3
0
s&34 ds+(#3)34 |

1#3
e&#3 s ds&
=K(4M 2) _4 \ 1#3+
14
+(#3)34 \ 1#3 e+&
=K(4M 2) \ 1#3+
14
[4+e&1]
=[(4+e&1) 314(4K)] _M \ 1*1+
14
& M. (4.6)
For any v, w # E define a metric \(v, w) on E by
\(v, w)# sup
0t<+
&v(t)&w(t)&. (4.7)
Then from (4.6) we see that if (1*1)14 M is small enough we have that S
maps E to E. Meanwhile, noting in standard fashion that
P(v } {)v&P(w } {)w=P[((v&w) } {)v+(w } {)(v&w)]
we have, in a calculation similar to (4.3), (4.4), and (4.6) that
&(Sv)(t)&(Sw)(t)&
334c32 M1(12, 32, 2) M32 |
t
0
e&#3(t&s)
(t&s)34
_(&v&w&6 &{v&2+&w&6 &{(v&w)&2 ds
334c32 M1(12, 32, 2) M32 M1(1, 2, 6) |
t
0
e&#3 s
s34
_(&v&w& &v&+&w& &v&w&) ds
K(4M) \(v, w) |

0
e&#3 s
s34
ds
=[(4K)(4+e&1) 314] M \ 1*1+
14
\(v, w). (4.8)
Thus by choosing M(1*1)14 as in (4.6), we see that the map S: E  E is
in fact a strict contraction on E. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
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5. Proof of Theorem 1.4
We first assume the conditions of Theorem 1.2, then we have that the
solution u given by this theorem satisfies &u(t)&42M for all t0, where
M is given by (1.ML4). Our first step is to bootstrap this to obtain a global
bound on &A12u(t)&2 . We note from (2.2) that there exists a constant
M1=M1(34, 43, 2) such that &h&2M1 &A38h&43 for all h # D(A38), and
from (2.6) that there exists a constant M43 such that &Ph&43M43 &h&43
for all h # L43(0). We suppose for the moment that f # L((0,+);
D(A12)); let L denote the L(0,+)-norm of &A12 f (t)&2 , and let cp be
as in (2.5).
We combine these observations with (3.7) to obtain the following
calculation (with #2=*1 2 and #3=*1 3):
&A12u(t)&2
&A12e&tAu0&2+|
t
0
&A12e&(t&s)A P(u(s) } {)u(s)&2 ds
+|
t
0
&A12e&(t&s)A f (s)&2 ds
=&A12e&tAu0&2
+|
t
0
&A12e&(13)(t&s)A(e&(13)(t&s)Ae&(13)(t&s)AP(u(s) } {) u(s))&2 ds
+|
t
0
&e&(t&s)A(A12 f (s))&2 ds
c2 t&12 &u0&2
+|
t
0
312c2
(t&s)12
&e&(13)(t&s)A(e&(13)(t&s)AP(u(s) } {) u(s))&2 ds
+|
t
0
&e&(t&s)A(A12 f (s))&2 ds
c2 t&12 &u0&2+|
t
0
312c2 e&#3(t&s)
(t&s)12
&e&(13)(t&s)AP(u(s) } {) u(s))&2 ds
+|
t
0
&A12 f (s)&2 e&*1(t&s) ds
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c2 |0| 12 t&12 &u0&4
+|
t
0
312c2 e&#3(t&s)
(t&s)12
M1 &A38e&(13)(t&s)AP(u(s) } {) u(s)&43 ds
+L |

0
e&*1(t&s) ds
c2 |0| 12 t&12(2M)+|
t
0
312c2 e&#3(t&s)c43
(t&s)78
M1 &P(u(s) } {) u(s)&43 ds
+L \ 1*1+
c2 |0| 12 t&12(2M)
+312c2 c43 M1 M43(2M) |
t
0
e&#3(t&s)
(t&s)78
&A12u(s)&2 ds+L \ 1*1+ . (5.1)
Now on any interval [’, T] with ’>0, set
M ’T= sup
’sT
&A12u(s)&2 . (5.2)
Note that the constant M ’T is finite on each such interval by the aforemen-
tioned regularity results of [8]. Replacing &A12u(s)&2 on the right-hand
side of (5.1) by M ’T , and noting that the resulting integral is one we have
handled before (see (2.18)), we have for any t # [’, T] that
&A12u(t)&2c2 |0| 12 ’&12(2M)
+358c2 c43 M1 M43(2M)(8+e&1) \ 1*1+
18
M ’T+L \ 1*1+ .
(5.3)
Set $=358c2 c43 M1 M43(2M)(8+e&1)(1*1)18, then the further restric-
tion (1.9) guarantees that $<1. Taking the supremum of the left-hand side
of (5.3) over [’, T], we have that
M ’Tc2 |0|
12 ’&12(2M)+$M ’T+L \ 1*1+ . (5.4)
We can now solve for M ’T in (5.4) to obtain that
M ’T(1&$)
&1 \c2 |0| 12 ’&12(2M)+L \ 1*1++ . (5.5)
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As the right-hand side of (5.5) is independent of T, we conclude that for all
t’
&A12u(t)&2M ’1#(1&$)
&1 \c2 |0| 12 ’&12(2M)+L \ 1*1++ . (5.6)
With (5.6) we obtain a bound M ’1 on &A
12u(t)&2 holding on each
interval [’,+), and this proves Theorem 1.4 in the special case
f # L((0,+); D(A12)). For the more general case stated in the theorem,
we just treat the term &A12e&(t&s)A f (s)&2 exactly as we did in (4.5).
Meanwhile, the bound M ’1 in (5.6) allows us, by Theorem 1.3, to obtain a
bound M ’: on &A:u(t)&2 for each :>0 on each interval [’,+), whenever
the further restrictions on f set forth in that theorem are met.
6. Remarks
To modify our results accordingly in the cases &{1, we basically just
re-do the calculations (2.1) and (2.3), wherein the right-hand sides become
& &{v&22 and &*1 &v&22 , respectively. This amounts to replacing M1(:, p, q)
by &&:2M1(:, p, q) and *1 by &*1 throughout the paper. In this
way M(1*1)14 and M(1*1)18 are replaced by M&&1(1*1)14 and
M&&1(1*1)18 in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, respectively, so that the size restric-
tions on M become M<K&11 &(*1)
14 and M<K&12 &(*1)
18 with K1 and K2
as before, but with the following modifications to (1.MH1), (1.ML4),
(1.14) and (1.12): in (1.ML4) we replace M1 L0 and M1 L1 by &&1M1 L0
and &&;M1 L1, where ;=38+(8&3p)(3p), while in (1.MH1), (1.14),
and (1.22) we just replace *1 by &*1 throughout.
It should be noted that the large-eigenvalue approach used here works
only in very restrictive situations in the case of purely periodic boundary
conditions or in the case of mixed periodic-Dirichlet boundary conditions
as treated in [22]. For example, in the purely periodic boundary condi-
tion case, with domain (0, l1)_(0, l2)_(0, =), with 0<=l2l1 , the first
eigenvalue is *1=4?2l&21 , thus *1 is large only if the entire domain is small.
However, the large-eigenvalue techniques used here can be applied to a
case of mixed periodic-Dirichlet boundary conditions not covered in [22].
Let 0=0$_(0, l) where now l is of arbitrary size, but 0$ is generalized
thin in R2. Assume the ‘‘pipelike’’ boundary conditions as before, namely
periodic conditions on 0$_[0] _ 0$_[l], and homogeneous Dirichlet con-
ditions on 0$_(0, l). By separation of variables the first eigenvalue *1 is
large, since *$1 is large because of the thinness of 0$ and the homogeneous
Dirichlet conditions on 0$. Verifying (2.1)(2.4) as before, and (2.5) by
eigenfunction expansion, the results in this paper appear to go through for
this case of a long, thin pipe.
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